Solution-Soft is on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Marketplace. See Details Including Our Government Success Story with CalHEERS (Obamacare of California) Inside the Blog!

Blog Post: Monday, May 4, 2020

The California Healthcare Eligibility, Enrollment, and Retention System (CalHEERS) is the consolidated system for eligibility, enrollment, and retention for the California Health Benefit Exchange (also known as Covered California), Medi-Cal, and Healthy Families. CalHEERS has used Solution-Soft’s Time Machine daily since 2013 to time travel its core systems and associated Oracle databases to test open enrollment, renewal, month-end, quarter-end, year-end, and special date-sensitive trigger points and cases. It’s a critical enabler to ensure that the busy Covered California website is ready for prime time each year. You can try Time Machine in your Oracle Cloud Infrastructure tenancy in minutes by launching Time Machine directly from the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Marketplace. You can find a license-included metered listing and a Bring Your Own License (BYOL) listing for customers who have already paid for Time Machine licenses.

Posted on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Blog – March 23, 2020
Posted on Solution-Soft Website Blog - March 25, 2020
Time Machine for Containers

Blog Post: Tuesday, March 24, 2020

With the advent of container orchestration and micro containers for application development there has been a paradigm shift, testing date and time sensitive application logic has become a great challenge. Container orchestration tends to be quite dynamic in nature and dozens or hundreds of containers may be working together to serve an application. To time travel all the containers involved in the same date/time test, testing overall application logic is very hard to do. We have the solution; Time Machine and it's Product Suite.

Solution-Soft Automates License Management for the Enterprise & Cloud with Time Machine Floating License Server for Windows

New Product Release: Tuesday, January 28, 2020

After a successful release for its Time Machine Floating License Server (TMFLS) for Linux at the beginning of last year, many Time Machine customers have requested our TMFLS to support the Windows platform. Solution-Soft is very happy to announce its general release of it today!
Blog Post: Monday, January 6, 2020

Solution-Soft has been working cohesively with our consultant partners worldwide for large enterprise application projects focusing on the core part of deployment - testing. The Banking sector always shows high demand for rigorous application testing with their critical test methodologies like Agile/DevOps. Our partners see the great benefits that Time Machine & it’s Product Suite provide to run testing for on time delivery under budget and many of them started asking us for technical round tables to include product demos, new feature updates, and use case sharing. It was our honor to be invited by DXC Australia/New Zealand Banking & Cap Market Group to do a presentation on their monthly forum.

Press Release: Wednesday February 12, 2020

Many of Solution-Soft's customers who use Time Machine for its critical time travel testing are also Oracle database customers. As an early adopter of the Oracle Cloud and a long term technology partner of Oracle and Cloud-ready, it's a natural fit for Solution-Soft to incorporate Time Machine...
As the launch partner of the Pay-As-You-Go listing at OOW19 in San Francisco for Oracle’s big push, Solution-Soft is again the launch partner of the Bi-Annual-Subscription-Paid listing at OOW UK in London this year. Time Machine is available at Oracle Cloud as a Bring-You-Own-License (BYOL) option, as well.

At Solution-Soft, customer projects delivered on-time is our #1 priority!

We pride ourselves on providing outstanding Customer Service and Support and are thrilled with all of the positive feedback we get from our customers.

Scroll down to read some recent Customer Testimonials below.

"Solution-Soft team, thanks a lot for taking your time to help us in resolving the issue outside of office hours."
   - Capgemini/Accenture

"The quick turnaround time from Solution-Soft... is indicative of the professional and consistent service that Solution-Soft has been providing us on an ongoing basis, which in turn has helped us to deliver and meet our clients requirements in a timely manner."
   - Information Analyst, EDS Australia

I was impressed and pleased with the whole experience of using Time Machine to accomplish the date simulation for our testing.
   - Validation Service Manager, Instem

To Our Dear Customers, Partners, and Friends,

When we are all facing this new reality for the COVID-19 pandemic globally, our top priority is the health and safety of our employees, customers, partners and the communities where we live and work.

Solution-Soft has a comprehensive business continuity program in place that is designed to maintain mission-critical operations and
We are very closely monitoring the situation and will keep you informed. All of our employees have been working from home to help prevent and reduce the spread of the virus through social distancing.

Solution-Soft is a mobile-enabled workforce and built to run efficiently from remote sites. Because of this readiness, we are confident that there will be little to no disruption in our ability to support our customers.

On behalf of everyone at Solution-Soft, thank you for your continued support. Please know that we remain vigilant in our focus on your success.

Stay healthy, safe, and be well!

Paul Wang
President
SolutionSoft Systems Inc

---

**WE BELIEVE IN MAKING A DIFFERENCE**

**GIVING BACK**

As the number of positive cases and death tolls continue going up rapidly due to COVID-19 pandemic, our healthcare workers are on the frontlines helping our communities and saving lifes! It’s sad to learn the shortage of the PPE for them while they are putting themselves at risk.

At Solution-Soft we believe in giving back and there is no better time or bigger need than today. In view of that, we have made a donation to the healthcare workers in New York, where they have the most confirmed cases of COVID19, as well as a donation to the healthcare workers in our own state, California.

We are grateful for the sacrifices these people make, every day and especially during this pandemic. Their dedication, commitment and courage deserve our deepest gratitude and admiration. Their service to patients is saving countless lives and making thousands of differences.

“We will face uncertainty with hope, sadness with joy, fear with courage and pessimism with optimism.” — Ambassador to the USA Francisco Santos

---

Follow us now on all major Social Media Platforms
Keep up to date on all your Time Shift Testing needs for a chance at a shout out!

Follow Us
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